For Immediate Release

PixelTools Releases Mac Transport Multiplexer

Popular TransMux product now available for Apple users

Cupertino CA – 10 July 2007 – PixelTools is now shipping TransMux for the Mac. This essential tool for HD video can multiplex HD video with AAC, AC3, DTS and MPEG audio into an ATSC, DVB, or Cable Labs compliant stream. It also can extract selected video and audio channels from any HDTV or BluRay Transport stream.

“Following years of requests from the Macintosh community, we are now can offer them transport multiplexing capability that has been available only on Windows platform for years” commented Mark Conover, CTO. “There’s tremendous demand for transport capacity for HDTV from all over the market”, he added.

PixelTools produces and publishes a broad line of MPEG software utilities along with the best selling MPEGRepairHD, a MPEG utility that will encode, decode, analyze and edit MPEG streams. Professional video compressionists have found MPEGRepairHD to be an essential tool with a wide variety of uses ranging from real-time high definition MPEG encoding to inserting of closed captioning headers into existing streams. Along with ultra high quality encoding, MPEGRepairHD will also mux and de-mux MPEG program and transport streams video and MPEG, AC3, DTS, and AAC audio.

For more information or a demo contact Richard Kors at tools@pixeltools.com or visit the www.pixeltools.com